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Sellos de trampas para peces utilizados en la fabricación del tapiz de la instalación, en 
colaboración con Hala Kaiksow. / Fish trap stamps used in the making of the installation 
tapestry in collaboration with Hala Kaiksow. © Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2019.
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In contrast to the mainstream narrative of oil 
economies, real estate development, and territories 

of extraction in the Arabian Gulf, this project beautifully 
illustrates the tradition of landscape forms and lines implemented to support 

a collective living infrastructure. The project acknowledges previous relationships 
to its territory, like the qanat water system, and argues that the Gulf’s cities can be 

traced back to sensible practices for sustaining life beyond the recent decades’ boom of 
oil economies, characterized by the Western imperative of economic growth. 
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Diagramas de los cometas del desierto / Desert Kite Diagrams

A. Extensión de los cometas del desierto en Medio Oriente / Extent of desert kites across the Middle East
B. La técnica de construcción del recinto de cometas del desierto hecho de piedra local / The 
construction technique of the desert kite enclosure made of local stone
C. El método de captura de los cometas del desierto / The trapping method of the desert kites

D. Arte rupestre safítico que ilustra las técnicas de captura de los cometas del desierto / Safitic rock 
art illustrating the trapping techniques of the desert kites
E. Las distintas tipologías de los cometas del desierto vistas en Harrat Al Khaybar en la actual Arabia 
Saudita / The distinct typologies of the desert kites seen across Harrat Al Khaybar in modern-day 
Saudi Arabia
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Los cometas del desierto de Harrat Al Khaybar en Arabia Saudita, de los Pueblos de Pangea. / The desert kites of Harrat Al Khaybar in Saudi Arabia, 
from the People of Pangea. © Moath Alofi, 2018. Cortesía del artista / Courtesy of the artist
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The idea of landscape has become synonymous with the 
urgent need to subdivide, plan, and develop property as 
the de facto engagement with the territory. This is evident 

in the long spans of highways that disinterestedly cut across the 
desert, the vast reclamation of the sea along the Gulf coast, and 
the clearing of agricultural land to build cities. Within the Arabian 
Peninsula, oil-fueled technocratic solutions to the problem of 
living in an arid climate have replaced practices entrenched in 
land knowledge, while the availability of desalinated water and 
imported food has oriented the economy towards rent-based 
urban development, backed by oil revenues.

As a happy partner in this transformation, architectural and 
urban discourse on the Gulf is predominantly centered on 
integrating its cities into the global economy, reproducing a 
generic built environment as a form of global currency (albeit 
with the addition of some Arabic arches or the occasional 
mashrabiya). In the cases where architectural theory looks for pre-
oil precedents in the Gulf, research focuses on the growth of the 
small fishing and pearling towns along the coast. Given the small 
size and ad hoc nature of Gulf urbanism before the twentieth 
century, this area of investigation concentrates primarily on 
traditional homes, mosques, and the study of urf, the heuristic 
spatial practices of local tribes that resulted in the clustering of 
courtyard typologies. These cases are useful as architectural 
precedents but less so for a planning study of formal 
operations and policy. They also offer little insight regarding the 
territorial organizing relationships between the city, as a place 
of trade and habitation, and the productive rural landscapes 
that sustain city life. It is cases like Muharraq, Dubai, Doha, or 
Kuwait City the ones that illuminate the political dynamics of 
small towns. Still, these provide few formal strategies (beyond, 
perhaps, organic alleyways), and even fewer that have been 
applied by a planning body. 

The search for planning precedents in the incremental urban 
accumulations of Gulf towns conflicts with the etymological 
origins of planning in the Arabic context: takhteet, or line-making, 

the drawing of lines and applying them to land. The reality of the 
Gulf mat city is that its most legitimizing factor lies in its lack of 
planning: it was the product of various adjacent families living 
under the auspices of a tribal regime that guaranteed autonomy 
to its inhabitants. The city was a space of co-existence without 
agonism. Although the proximities in which life occurred might 
be of an urban scale, the political consequences produced a 
dense assemblage of tribes in complete autonomy. The city 
was not the space of planned political coexistence but a place 
that guaranteed safety and the ability to do business without 
interference. One, however, need only look beyond the Gulf 
city to its peripheral territories to find ample examples of formal 
planning practices in the region. 

“Two Thousand Years of Non-urban History” presents 
three cases of non-urban planning practices in Gulf countries. 
As examples that predate the aggregations of Gulf courtyard 
homes, this triptych spans several thousand years and desert 
kites, the fish traps along the coast, and the the water channels 
(qanat/aflaj) that fed the agricultural areas. These are instances 
where a community inscribes a series of applied forms into or 
constructed onto the topography. The lines cover kilometers 
of territory with the expressed aim of creating a collective 
infrastructure. They reorient the idea of growth away from 
systems without limits toward systems bounded by scarcity. 
They also embody ideas of ownership centered on use – short-
term and long-term utility – as opposed to eternal ownership as 
the sole value for the land. 

As necessary counterparts to the Arab town, these cases form 
practices that are neither entirely urban nor rural, blurring the 
boundaries between the designated land types/uses that underpin 
the modern property market. Although different in location and 
function, these interventions are collectively a series of lines 
covering kilometers of territory invested in creating a cohesive 
infrastructure. In contrast to the laissez-faire practices of town 
making, these lines were drawn based on an a priori configuration, 
tested over thousands of years, with a shared set of cultural and 
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El proceso de construcción de las trampas para peces (hadhra). / The construction process of the fish traps (hadhra).

El uso de trampas para peces (hadhrat) en la costa del Golfo. / 
The use of fish traps (hadhrat) along the coast of the Gulf.

Nabih Saleh, Instalación de trampas para peces de Bahréin. / Nabih Saleh, Bahrain fish 
trap installation. © Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2019

Las diversas tipologías de trampas para peces y sus componentes 
vistas en la costa de Bahréin. / The various typologies of fish traps and 
their components seen along the coast of Bahrain.
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Nabih Saleh, Instalación de trampas para peces de Bahréin. / Nabih Saleh, Bahrain fish trap installation. © Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2019
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Uso de la infraestructura qanat en toda la península arábiga (Irán / Persia es el origen de dicha 
tecnología). / Use of qanat infrastructure across the Arabian peninsula (Iran / Persia is the origin of 
such technology).

El método de construcción de pozos y qanat / The method of well and 
qanat construction
1. Excavación de canales subterráneos / Digging the underground channels
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2. Construcción de los canales / Constructing the channels 3. Construcción de thuqbs intermitentes (aberturas) / Constructing 
intermittent thuqbs (openings)

4. La distribución de agua para uso agrícola / The distribution of water 
for agricultural use
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political planning practices that governed their construction and 
use. The desert kites are an ancient example of a semi-nomadic, 
semi-agricultural strategy for trapping migratory herds around the 
time that man began to farm in the region. The fish traps are an 
example of a family-owned structure, similar to the kites, except 
they remain in use today and have taken on most of the property 
market laws and regulations as farmland-until British maritime law 
limited their existence. Finally, the springs, water channels, and 
underground aqueducts for moving water show the territorial 
infrastructure that allowed life to exist in the region and made up a 
significant portion of the economy before oil. Rules over planting, 
hunting, water distribution, and even careful land subdivision 
reveal not an unplanned Gulf city but rather a deliberate and 
painstaking application of planning as part of both formal and 
political processes. In this regard, the landscape of the Gulf is far 
more planned than its cities, and its social structures are far more 
urban. In the twenty-first century, the kites are almost entirely 
forgotten, the fish traps are slowly being made illegal, and the 
water channels are completely abandoned in favor of hydroponics 
and newer farming technologies.

The concern is not over the death of these armatures of pre-
oil life. Rather, with the hasty elimination of any non-oil narratives 
for medium- and long-term planning, and the substitution of 
the ad hoc, unplanned Gulf city as the precedent to today’s 
autonomous developer. We are ultimately interested in what 
constitutes history and pre-history. In the post-oil period, the 
notion of prehistory has begun to envelop all narratives that are 
not oil or nation-state-dependent. With the elimination of these 
narratives comes the erasure of bodies of knowledge aimed at 
creating alternative divisions of resources and strategies for their 
management. Land after oil becomes an asset only when there is 
oil under it or construction on top of it.

We illustrate these case studies as a triptych of tapestries 
done in collaboration with Bahraini textile artist Hala Kaiksow. 
The two smaller works are of the fish traps of the Gulf coastline, 
while the sand-colored piece is of the desert kites in Saudi 

Arabia and Jordan. These two works show the desert kites 
as embroidered rope through linen and the fish traps as a 
combination of wood stamps and lace-like weaving. The 
larger tapestry is a combination of quilting and weaving to 
create a mapping of the water channels around the village 
of Karzakan, Bahrain. The fish traps are effectively woven 
fences in the sea, the channels are combinations of ditches 
and constructed underground aqueducts, and the desert 
kites are large aggregations of rock combined with a wooden 
fence. Reproduced as textiles these become part of a lineage 
of weaving, an architecture materialized through mediums 
that were closer to those traditionally used during fabrication. 
Offering these forms in tapestry argues for their canonization 
as ideal landscapes within the domestic realm. They become 
arguments for an archetypal plan that is not the garden as 
an isolated personal domain (as Middle Eastern carpets 
typically depict) but an entire network of forms and the shared 
landscape they produce. The ambiguity of the forms depicted 
allows us to present three plan views and still have them be 
nearly inscrutable, an indication of the visual literacy that has 
shifted dramatically between the time the forms were drawn 
and their near-alien appearance today. Our hope is that this 
documentation provides different engagements with ideas 
of planning, particularly ones that redefine community and 
collective ownership through different approaches to drawing 
lines upon the earth. 

noTes

1. The installation “Two Thousand Years of Non-Urban History,” was exhibited at the 2019 Oslo 
Architecture Triennale under the theme “Enough: The Architecture of Degrowth.” The exhibition 
was on display from September 26 to November 24, 2019, at The National Museum of Architecture 
(Nasonalmusjeet –Arkitektur) in Oslo, Norway.
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Tierras de cultivo de la aldea de Karranah, Bahréin. / Karranah village farmland, Bahrain. © Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2018
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Método Dulab de riego de canales de agua / Dulab method of water 
channel irrigation

Estrategias típicas de riego-aumento de agua / Typical irrigation-water 
raising strategies

Vista aérea de las tierras de cultivo de Al Safriya / Aerial view of Al Safriya farmland.  
© Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2019
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Tapicería Qanat, de Hala Kaiksow. / Hala Kaiksow's Qanat tapestry.  © Hussain Almosawi & Mariam Alarab, 2019

La instalación general en el Museo Nacional como parte de la Trienal de 
Arquitectura de Oslo. / The overall installation at the National Museum as 
part of the Oslo Architecture Triennale.  © Istvan Virag, 2019
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